
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a customer advocacy. To join
our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for customer advocacy

Define and implement a plan and regular cadence of communication that
ensures awareness and use of our customer stories and related assets
Develop metrics and reporting around Services customer reference,
evidence, and advocacy impact
Support the execution of change management solutions to integrate
customer-centricity into existing systems and processes, beginning with the
talent practices that support the USCM organization in partnership with
Talent & Enterprise Services
Support the identification of culture change strategies and research/help
implement best practices to support the transformation journey of the
organization
Conduct analysis to assess and understand the differences in higher and
lower performing parts of the organization on customer experience and
employee engagement
Assist with driving organizational capability and support the application of a
transformation approach towards a customer centric culture
Support USCM transformation efforts with culture change including
supporting learning strategies that build the appropriate mindset and
behaviors that enable business goals to drive an improved customer
experience
Assist with the identification and development of customer centric culture
enhancement activities, tools and processes which reinforce the Common
Purpose and Quality Standards and drive changes in customer satisfaction
and employee engagement
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developments and technologies
Assists with the execution of strategies aimed at maintaining a healthy
workplace culture by partnering across teams and functions

Qualifications for customer advocacy

Experience with enterprise IT management, security, and information
management software
Independent research and analytical skills
Engage with PU Leaders and other key business stakeholders to support their
customer engagement and advocacy efforts –
Voice of Customer experience expertise, have participated on initiatives or
projects to advocate for the voice of the customer
Strong analytical skills and the ability to translate analysis into clear and
concise decks that communicate a story
Ability to think strategically and wiliness to challenge the status quo and
continually look for a better way to execute with excellence


